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SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation has been conducted t o  obtain heat-transfer 
and pressure dis t r ibut ions over an 80° swept slab de l t a  wing at Mach numbers of 
6.8 and 9.6 i n  air. 
nose of the same radius, and a length of 7.12 nose diameters. The angle of 
based on model thickness were obtained at Mach 6.8, and a Reynolds number of 
10 X lo4 was employed f o r  the Mach 9.6 t e s t s .  
The wing had cylindrical  leading edges, a hemispherical 
a t tack varied from. Oo t o  350. Reynolds numbers of 9.9 X lo4 and 37.0 X 10 4 
The nose greatly influenced the flow behavior over the leading-edge region 
a t  low angles of attack. Two resul-t;s of t h i s  apex influence were apparent i n  
the pressure dis t r ibut ion over the leading edge of the 80° swept wing. 
empirical swept-cylinder theory greatly overpredicted the pressure l eve l  over 
the leading edge o f . t h e  800 swept wing. 
decrease i n  the pressures down the leading edge of the 800 swept wing i n  con- 
trast t o  the nearly constant pressure leve l  i n  the same region of a lower swept 
de l ta  wing. The heat-transfer dis t r ibut ion over the leading-edge region of the 
800 swept wing w a s  similarly influenced by the nose region geometry. 
of attack increased, the nose influence diminished and the heat-transfer and 
pressure dis t r ibut ions over the leading edge of the 800 swept wing conformed t o  
the two-dimensional swept-cylinder behavior exhibited by the lower swept wings 
a t  a l l  angles of attack. 
An 
There was a l s o  a character is t ic  
A s  angle 
Constant-pressure s t r i p  theory predicts the heat t ransfer  correctly over 
the slab portion of the  de l ta  wing only f o r  the intermediate angles of attack. 
A t  low angles of attack, the flow i s  not chordwise and thus does not meet the 
c r i t e r i a  f o r  s t r i p  theory. A t  the highest angles of attack, the flow turns out- 
ward over the slab, and crossflow theory gives the approximate leve l  of the 
heating i n  the center-line region. 
Transition appears t o  occur on the t r a i l i n g  edge of the wing at the highest 
The heat-transfer values i n  t h i s  region are  twice the experi- angles of attack. 
mental laminar flow values. 
INTRODUCTION t 
Extensive experimental and theoret ical  studies have been made on the de l t a  
wing because of i t s  potent ia l  use as a gl ider  and a reentry vehicle. 
vehicle must be designed t o  cover a wide angle-of-attack range; during reentry, 
high angles of attack are required t o  decelerate, whereas lower angles of a t tack 
produce more favorable maneuver characterist ics.  The delta-wing configuration 
can sa t i s fy  these c r i t e r i a  and also has inherent s t ab i l i t y .  
Such a 
Aerodynamic heating of a hypervelocity vehicle presents a major problem i n  
the design. 
back t o  a higher degree t o  reduce the heating i n  the c r i t i c a l  areas of the nose 
and leading edge. Increasing the sweep of the leading edge a l so  reduces the 
bluntness-induced drag ( re fs .  1 and 2) .  Reports of previous investigations of 
highly swept, blunt de l t a  wings are  available ( re fs .  3 t o  9), but most of t h i s  
l i t e r a tu re  i s  concerned with sweep angles of TO0 and lower. 
t igat ion of an 80° swept blunt-leading-edge de l ta  wing w a s  undertaken as par t  
of a systematic research program i n i t i a t e d  a t  Langley Research Center t o  provide 
analyses of the aerodynamic heating, the pressure distribution, and the flow 
patterns over blunt de l t a  wings. 
The bluntness can be increased and the leading edge can be swept 
The present inves- 
SYMBOLS 
CW specific heat of model skin material 
d nose diameter; leading-edge diameter 
h aerodynamic heat-transfer coefficient 
L distance along leading edge measured from apex of slab portion of wing 
M Mach number 
NPr Prandtl number 
NSt Stanton number 
P s t a t i c  pressure 
P'  s t a t i c  pressure behind normal shock 
q heat-flow r a t e  per uni t  area 
r nose radius 




distance from geometric stagnation point along surface at center line 
distance along wing surface normal to leading edge from midline of 
wing 
model thickness 
effective skin thickness 
model skin thickness 
temperature 
coordinate parallel to center line from apex stagnation point 
distance from center line to leading-edge shock measured perpendicular 
to center line 
angle of attack 
ratio of specific heats of air 
temperature-recovery factor 
initial deflection angle at a point on wing slab measured outward 
from a line parallel to center line 
sweep angle 
density of model skin material 
time 
angular measure in plane normal to leading edge from midline of wing 
(see fig. 1) 
Subscripts: 
C conduction term 
e adiabatic wall conditions 
2 local static conditions just outside boundary layer 
0 stagnation-point values 
S sphere; storage term 
W model skin 
03 undisturbed free-stream conditions 
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APPARATUS AND TESTS 
Wind Tunnel 
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 11-inch hypersonic tunnel 
described in reference 10. The facility is of the blowdown type with test dura- 
tions of about a minute. Nominal Mach numbers of 6.8 and 9.6 with air as the 
test medium were obtained with two interchangeable nozzles. The Mach number 6.8 
nozzle is a contoured two-dimensional nozzle constructed from invar so that con- 
traction and expansion of the throat due to extreme temperatures is minimized. 
The Mach number 9.6 nozzle is a contoured three-dimensional nozzle with a square 
throat and test section machined from steel. The nozzle calibrations show that 
stagnation pressure has a slight effect on the Mach number. 
variation during the test run is only about 1 percent after the first 10 sec- 
onds. 
The Mach number 
Calibrations of the two nozzles may be found in references 11 and 12. 
Models and Instrumentation 
The configuration was an 800 swept delta wing with a cylindrical leading 
edge which was tangent to a flat slab on the upper and lower surfaces. 
blunt nose was a hemisphere with the same diameter as the leading edge 
(1.00 inch). Details of the model and instrumentation are presented in 
figure 1. 
The 
Three models were used to obtain oil-flow, heat-transfer, and pressure 
data for the 80' swept configuration. 
solid piece of mlld steel. The heat-transfer model, with approximately 0.031- 
inch skin thickness, was constructed from inconel. Measurements of the skin 
thickness were obtained at each thermocouple location for use in data reduction. 
The thermocouples on the heat-transfer model were number 30 chromel-alumel wire 
and were spot welded to the inner skin. Time histories of the tunnel stagna- 
tion temperature and the model skin temperatures were obtained on 18-channel 
recording galvanometers. Internal resistances were adjusted to give as near 
full-scale deflection as possible at each location. 
through the skin had 0.040-inch inside diameters. The pressure leads were sub- 
sequently directed through the model support system to the recording instru- 
ments outside the tunnel. The pressure recorders were six-cell aneroid-type 
units which are described in more detail in reference 10. 
units is k1/2 percent of full-scale deflection. 
to give as near a full-scale deflection as possible during the run. 
The oil-flow model was machined from a 
The pressure orifices 
The accuracy of the 
Pressure cells were selected 
Tests 
Heat-transfer data, pressure data, and surface-flow data were obtained at 
Mach numbers of 6.8 and 9.6 in air. 
from Oo to 3 5 O .  
M, = 6.8 and 1 2 0 0 O  F at l& = 9.6 
during the tests. The tests at & = 6.8 were run at stagnation pressures of 
9 and 35 atmospheres, which resulted in Reynolds numbers of 9.9 x lo4 and 
The model was tested at angles of attack 
Stagnation temperatures were maintained new 6500 F at 
in order to prevent liquefaction of the air 
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37.0 X lo4, based on model thickness. The stagnation pressure for the tests at 
Mach 9.6 was 45 atmospheres, and yielded a Reynolds number of about 10 X 104. 
The water vapor content in the air was maintained at less than 1.87 X 10-5 pound 
of water per pound of dry air so that water-condensation effects would be 
eliminated. 
Surface flow patterns were obtained by using the oil-flow technique. 
Before the run, a mixture of oil and lampblack was applied to the oil-flow model 
in a dot pattern. 
during the tunnel run allow a qualitative analysis of the surface flow over the 
model. 
and pressure data at each angle of attack. 
The direction and extent of the flow of the oil droplets 
Schlieren photographs were taken simultaneously with the heat-transfer 
Data Reduction 
The local heat-transfer rate to the model was determined from a skin heat 
balance which included the heat stored in the skin and the heat conducted later- 
ally along the skin. The heat lost through radiation was negligible. For a 
model with a thin skin, the flow of heat to the model per unit area is given by 
9 = q, + qc 
the curved portion of the leading edge by 
teff = tw(. - 2) 
and for the sphere nose region by 
The time derivative of the wall temperature was obtained by manually 
reading the slope of the recorded thermocouple outputs. The slope was read as 
soon as flow conditions of stagnation temperature and pressure stabilized, 
about 2 seconds after the start of the flow. 
but during this 2-second interval the model wall temperature in some locations 
rose sufficiently to permit conduction of a substantial amount of heat later- 
ally along the model. Hence, the measured heat-storage term was corrected by a 
heat-conduction term determined from the measured wall temperatures and the 
three-point finite-difference method of reference 5. In the critical regions 
of the wing nose and leading edge, the conduction term was the sane order of 
magnitude as the storage term. Over the slab portion of the wing, the conduc- 
tion accounted for only a small percent of the heat transfer. The local heat- 
transfer coefficients were obtained from 
The model was initially isothermal 
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The adiabatic w a l l  temperatures Te were obtained from 
Local Mach number Mz 
surface pressure when the  entropy l eve l  of the  streamline at  the edge of the  
boundary layer i s  known. The entropy rise i s  a function of the  angle of the  
shock through which the  streamline has passed. On the  basis  of the  schlieren 
photographs, a t  a = Oo and a = 5’ a l l  streamlines w e r e  assumed t o  have 
passed through the  normal shock a t  the  nose. A t  angles of a t tack of loo and 
above, a normal shock w a s  assumed fo r  t he  sphere nose region, and an oblique 
shock p a r a l l e l  t o  the slab portion of the wing w a s  used f o r  the remainder of 
the  wing. The laminar recovery fac tor  T) w a s  evaluated f o r  the  laminar bound- 
ary layer as 
at  the  edge of t he  boundary layer  can be re la ted  t o  the  
the  Prandtl  number 
Monaghan ‘ s T-prime 
was  calculated a t  the  reference temperature obtained from 
method. (See ref. 14.) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Visual Flow Studies 
O i l  flow.- The oil-flow variation of the  surface streamlines with angle of 
a t tack at  & = 6.8 i s  presented i n  figures 2 and 3. Plan- and side-view 
photographs of the  model with the  oil-flow traces  are shown i n  figure 2. 
composite oil-flow sketch i n  figure 3 shows the var ia t ion of the t races  with 
angle of a t tack f o r  two s ta t ions on the  s lab portion and f o r  s ta t ions along the 
leading edge of t he  wing. 
The 
A t  a = Oo the  surface streamlines along the  cyl indrical  leading edges 
show a def in i te  flow toward the center of t he  wing, which i s  the direction of 
the lateral  pressure gradient. On the  f la t  slab portion of the wing at t h i s  
angle of attack, the o i l  flow i s  outward i n  a direct ion contrary t o  the  pres- 
sure gradient and flow direct ion over the leading edge. The two flows in t e r -  
sect  approximately at the  juncture of +,he cyl indrical  leading edge and the wing 
slab. The intersect ion shows best  on the  right-hand side of the a = Oo photo- 
graph where the  o i l  flow i s  indicated by a single dashed l i n e  running pa ra l l e l  
t o  the leading edge. The outflow on the  s lab i s  explained by Bertram i n  ref- 
erence 3 as a consequence of the  mass of air at high induced pressures which 
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4 enters the wing over the apex region and is contained by the shock, the wing 
surface, and the high pressure induced in the air coming from the leading-edge 
region. Dissipation of this nose effect occurs as this flow moves further 
downstream. 
A s  the angle of attack increases, the velocity component normal to the 
slab increases and thus causes the high pressure over the blunt apex to expand 
to a relatively higher pressure on the wing surface. The outflow caused by the 
expansion of the flow over the blunt nose at low angles of attack diminishes as 
angle of attack increases. The oil flow over the slab moves inward toward the 
center line for a = 5 O ,  loo, and l5O. 
the increased normal component apparently equalizes the effects of the leading- 
edge pressure gradient, and at a = 30°, the flow is essentially conical except 
for the bluntness effect at the leading edge. 
flow diverges increasingly from the center of the wing; this crossflow appar- 
ently turns some of the streamlines outward to such an extent that the geometri- 
cal leading edge becomes a trailing edge to the flow. The composite oil-flow 
sketch (fig. 3) best identifies these flow regimes. 
streamlines have been sketched from the photographs of figure 2 for two stations 
at different locations on the wing. The station near the shoulder of the 
hemisphere-cylinder leading edge naturally shows the widest variation of 8 
with a. The accompanying plot shows the general variation of 8 with a. 
Evidently, 9 decreases with a until the crossflow component becomes large 
enough to overcome the effect of the leading-edge bluntness, and then the flow 
turns outward. The leading-edge oil flow is schematically represented in fig- 
ure 3(b). 
cal stagnation line on an isolated swept cylinder for comparison with the vari- 
ation of flow on the leading edge of the delta wing. 
A s  angle of attack further increases, 
At higher angles of attack, the 
In figure 3(a) oil-flow 
The dotted lines on these sketches show the location of the theoreti- 
Schlieren photographs.- Figure 4 presents side-view schlieren photographs 
of the 80° swept wing at varying angles of attack for the two Mach numbers. 
The shock shapes for the two Mach numbers show no dissimilarities. Although 
the photographs are not included, the shock shapes produced during the Mach 6.8 
tests with a different Reynolds number were similar to the shock shapes shown 
in figure 4(a). 
The apex shock is characteristic of that produced by a sphere, whereas the 
shock over the rear portion is representative of the shock from a flat plate. 
At the higher angles of attack the interaction of these two effects produces 
an inflection in the bow-shock curvature which occurs about 1 or 2 diameters 
back from the nose. A similar phenomenon was observed in reference 5 for a 
700 swept wing. 
In the Mach number 9.6 nozzle at 
photograph of figure 4(b) shows the shock from this wall separation 
a = 35O, the model has reached an angle 
of attack where boundary-layer separation from the tunnel wall is induced. 
a = 35O 
striking the body near the trailing edge. The heat-transfer and pressure data 
corresponding to this schlieren picture are included in the report because the 
values upstream of the point of intersection of the shock with the model appear 
to be unaffected by the phenomenon. 
The 
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Figure 5 presents top-view schlieren photographs a t  Mach 6.8 of geometri- 
ca l ly  similar de l ta  wings with different sweep angles. In  addition t o  the 800 
swept wing under study are  photographs of a TO0 swept wing (ref. 5 )  and photo- 
graphs of a hemisphere-cylinder obtained i n  the investigation reported i n  re f -  
erence 14. 
the shock about the models. For the TO0 swept wing, the shock downstream of 
the inf lect ion point bends toward the leading edge and then over a significant 
par t  of the body runs almost para l le l  t o  the leading edge. The leading edge 
thus determines the shock shape past  the  inf lect ion point, and the transverse 
flow i s  expected t o  be similar t o  tha t  over a swept cylinder. I n  contrast, the 
schlieren photographs shown i n  figure 5 f o r  the 800 and 90' swept wings reveal 
a very different  behavior of the shock behind the nose. For the  wing length of 
the 80' swept wing and f o r  the indefinite length of the 90° swept wing, the 
wing sweep has increased t o  the point where the shape of the shock produced a t  
the blunt apex i s  not affected by the presence of the leading edge. 
resu l t ,  there i s  no plan-view inf lect ion point and the shock wave behind the 
nose i s  no longer pa ra l l e l  t o  the leading edge. O f  course, i f  the length of 
the 80° swept wing were extended, the leading edge would eventually in te rac t  
with the nose shock when the nose shock began t o  diss ipate  toward a Mach l ine .  
Figure 6 w a s  prepared from leading-edge shock detachment distances obtained 
from the top-view schlieren pictures i n  figure 5 and from an unpublished top- 
view schlieren photograph of a 45' swept de l ta  wing run a t  a Mach number of 20 
i n  the Langley 22-inch helium tunnel. The r e su l t s  of t h i s  f igure clear ly  show 
tha t  when the shock distance from the model center l i n e  i s  normalized by 
dividing by the nose radius, the shock shapes produced by the 80° swept de l ta  
wing and the hemisphere-cylinder almost coincide. Thus the assumption tha t  the 
leading edge of t he  highly swept 800 del ta  wing has negligible e f fec t  on the 
shock shape f o r  t h i s  Mach number and wing length i s  jus t i f ied .  
leading edge thus i n  the shadow of the nose shock, the flow i n  the leading-edge 
region i s  no longer uniquely determined by the geometry of the leading edge. 
The implications of t h i s  phenomenon f o r  pressure and heat-transfer dis t r ibut ions 
are  discussed l a t e r .  I n  contrast, the shock shapes of the 4 5 O  and TO0 swept 
de l ta  wings a re  strongly affected by the sweep angle (and hence the presence of 
leading edge) as evidenced i n  f igure 6 by the diss imilar i ty  of the fa i red  shock 
curves f o r  these wings from tha t  of the hemisphere-cylinder. The condition 
under which the leading edge fa l ls  i n  the shadow of the nose shock appears t o  
be a function of a t  l e a s t  four factors:  the wing sweep, the free-streamMach 
number, the magnitude of the nose bluntness, and, of course, the wing length. 
4 
I n  t h i s  view, a significant difference i s  seen i n  the behavior of 
A s  a 
With the 
Pres sure Distribution 
Center-lin~~ressu-e..- The center-line pressure dis t r ibut ion over the 800 
swept wing a t  the two tes t  Mach numbers i s  presented i n  figure 7. The abscissa 
sc/t i s  i n  a form which varies with angle of attack since the o r i f i ce  location 
i s  measured from the geometric stagnation point on the spherical nose. 
Newtonian theory applied t o  the nose region reasonably predicts the data almost 
up t o  the tangency point between the sphere nose and the slab region. 
dotted ve r t i ca l  l i n e  i n  f i g .  7.) The data on the slab at zero angle of attack 
are compared with pressures obtained by the method of Creager ( ref .  l5), which 





This method considerably overpredicts the pressures. 
observed f o r  a wing geometrically similar t o  tha t  t es ted  herein but with a 700 
wing sweep ( re f .  ?), the  pressure gradient on the slab portion of the wing i s  
very pronounced at  the lowest angles of attack but pract ical ly  disappears f o r  
angle of attack of 200 and greater. The free-stream static-pressure r a t i o  i s  
included on the figure f o r  reference. 
Similar t o  the e f fec t  
The center-line data f o r  Mach 6.8 presented i n  f igure 7(a) shows tha t  quad- 
rupling the value of the Reynolds number has only a small effect  on the pressure 
distribution. The maximum di f fe ren t ia l ,  which occurs at a = Oo, i s  about 
10 percent. 
Figure 8(a) presents center-line data a t  Mach number 9.6 f o r  two highly 
The 80° swept slab de l ta  wings and a hemisphere-cylinder (90" sweep angle). 
swept wing i s  the model under study herein; the data f o r  the TO0 and 90° swept 
wings have been obtained from references 5 and 6, respectively. As predicted 
f r o m  a conslderation of the blast-wave concept of the  leading-edge contribution 
t o  the pressures on the slab surface, the lower swept wing at  a l l  angles o f  
attack experiences the highest pressures along the center l i n e  of the slab por- 
t ion  of the wing. A s  the  wing sweep increases, the tendency fo r  the high pres- 
sures on the windward side of the model t o  bleed around t o  the leeward side 
also increases. 
Leading-edge pressure dis t r ibut ion.-  Figure 8(b) presents the leading-edge 
pressure dis t r ibut ion along the theoret ical  swept-cylinder stagnation l ine  f o r  
the same three highly swept configurations i n  figure 8(a). Experimental pres- 
sure values were available f o r  a l l  wings at  
a t  a = l5O; fo r  the remaining three cases, the pressures on the  rotated stag- 
nation l i n e  were obtained by fa i r ings  through the actual  data points. For any 
selected L / t  
experiences the higher pressure. A more s t r iking difference due t o  wing sweep 
i n  the pressure variation over the wings at zero angle of attack occurs i n  the 
dis t r ibut ion of the pressures down the leading edge. About 3 diameters back 
from the nose of the YO0 swept wing, the pressure leve l  i s  almost constant and 
i s  adequately predicted by swept-cylinder theory. 
ever, the flow over the leading edge i s  three dimensional i n  nature, evidenced 
by the strong pressure gradient existing t o  the l i m i t  of the instrumentation 
( L / t  = 6); i n  t h i s  region the two-dimensional swept-cylinder theory i s  clear ly  
inadequate. This pressure gradient down the leading edge of the more highly 
swept model i s  a consequence of the phenomenon observed i n  the top-view 
schlieren photographs of figure 5 .  A s  mentioned i n  the discussion o f  figures 3 
and 6, f o r  the 80° swept wing and the hemisphere-cylinder a t  a = Oo the 
leading edge l i e s  i n  the shadow of the apex shock; hence, the effectiveness of 
the leading edge i n  controlling the flow i n  this region i s  expected t o  be 
strongly reduced. I n  contrast, the leading edge of the TO0 swept wing in te r -  
cepts the nose shock and the shock jus t  past  the nose runs nearly para l le l  t o  
the leading edge, and thus simulates the e f fec ts  of a swept cylinder. 
a = Oo and f o r  the 800 swept wing 
value along the leading edge, the wing with the lower sweep 
For the 800 swept wing, how- 
A s  angle of attack increases t o  150, the leading-edge pressures on the 800 
swept wing are  suitably predicted by swept-cylinder theory f o r  
induced effects  from the nose s t i l l  provide the major influence on the pressures 
over the forward portion of the leading edge. The crossflow theory predicts the 
L / t  2 4. The 
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trend of the pressures over the TO0 swept wing for L/t 2 3 .  At a = 30°, the $ pressures down the leading edge of both wings show only a slight variation, and 
theory predicts the levels very well. 
Pressure distci@&ion on wings-at - zero angle of attack.- The measured pres- 
sure distributions no& to the leadin-0 swept wing at angles 
of attack for Mach numbers 6.8 and 9.6 are presented in figures 9 and 10, 
respectively. 
over a geometrically similar slab delta wing with a TO0 sweep angle (ref. 5 )  
are included for M, = 9.6 in figure 10. The juncture of the cylindrical 
leading edge and the slab region occws at and appears at the 
bottom of figures 9.and 10 as a short-dashed vertical line. 
ures 9(a) and 9(b) reveals that there is only a slight Reynolds number effect 
on the pressure distribution. 
At angles of attack of Oo, 15O, and TO0, pressure distributions 
so/t = 0.785 
Comparison of fig- 
In figure lO(a), the measured pressure distributions are presented for 
a = Oo 
the leading-edge region (so/t 5 0.785) of the 800 swept wing is again in sharp 
contrast to the pressure variation in the same region over the TO0 swept wing. 
For the lower swept wing at stations sufficiently downstream of the nose influ- 
ence, the leading-edge pressures coalesce into a single band whose trend is 
reasonably predicted by the swept-cylinder correlation found in reference 5. 
A s  discussed previously, at a = O0 the nose influence predominates over the 
entire leading-edge region of the 80° swept wing. 
on the TO0 and 80° swept wings at Mach 9.6. The pressure dispersion in 
Another observation to be made from figure lO(a) is also a result of the 
decreased influence of the leading edge in determining the flow behavior over 
the 80' swept wing. The detached two-dimensional shock produces a lasge span- 
wise pressure gradient normal to the leading edge of the TO0 swept wing. The 
slope of the pressure distribution at a chosen station is a measure of the 
magnitude of this effect at any spanwise location. 
pressure distribution normal to the leading edge of the 80° swept wing is 
nearly constant for stations downstream of the nose. 
ence remins, however, as seen by the curvature of the pressure distribution on 
the shoulder (so/t = 0.785), but the effect has been strongly attenuated. 
In strong contrast, the 
Some leading-edge influ- 
Pressure distribution on wiIlgs at intermediate and high angles o f  attack.- 
The leading-edge pressure distribution over the 80° swept a n g  in figuse 8(b) 
suggests closer agreement with the swept-cylinder theory as angle of attack 
increases beyond l5O. This trend is confirmed for a 2 20' in figures 9 and 
10, in which the spanwise pressure distributions at the various stations 
coalesce toward the swept-cylinder correlation. 
The pressure level on the slab portion is approximately 10 percent higher 
on the TO0 swept wing than on the 80° swept wing. 
dict the asymptotic values of the pressures over the slab portion of the delta 
wings, are presented in figures 9 and 10. 
two-dimensional sharp leading-edge flat plate which is positioned at the same 
angle of attack as the wing. The Newtonian theory is based on the slab incli- 
nation, and the tangent-cone theory provides the theoretical distribution over 
a three-dimensional pointed cone with a semiapex angle equal to the wing angle 
Three theories, which pre- 
Oblique-shock theory is based on the 
10 
of attack. 
ar ies ,  respectively, f o r  the experimental data of both wings. Tangent-cone 
theory fa l ls  between these boundaries and fo r  
d ic t s  the pressures on the 800 swept wing near the center l ine.  
Oblique-shock and Newtonian theory provide upper and lower bound- 
t h i s  theory well pre- a 2 loo 
The variation of the pressure dis t r ibut ion with angle of attack f o r  the 
80° swept wing at  Mach 9.6 i s  be t te r  seen i n  figure 11. 
structed t o  f a c i l i t a t e  the study of the flow behavior at  a selected s ta t ion by 
p lo t t ing  pw/pm against so/t a t  each L / t  s ta t ion  f o r  the range of angle 
of attack. 
angle of attack, the short-dashed ve r t i ca l  l i nes  on figure 11 indicate the 
theoret ical  spanwise location (so/t 
point. 
from s ta t ion  t o  s ta t ion  i s  included on each figure f o r  reference. 
t ions at  a 5 l 5 O J  the data fa i r ing  suggests t ha t  the location of the maximum 
value of the experimental pressure i s  a t  the 
dimensional, swept-cylinder theory. A s  angle of a t tack increases t o  200, the 
stagnation l i n e  has moved past  the spanwise location predicted by the swept- 
cylinder theory, and f o r  angles of attack of 25O and above, the stagnation l i n e  
occws at the center l i ne .  This behavior of the stagnation l i n e  i s  ver i f ied 
by the oil-flow patterns i n  figure 2. 
This figure w a s  con- 
Angle-of-attack fair ings have been drawn through the data. A t  each 
value) of the swept-cylinder stagnation 
The center-line distance from the leading-edge midline which varies 
For a l l  sta- 
so/t value predicted by two- 
Heat-Transfer Distribution 
Effect-of sweep a t  a = 00.- Distributions of the heat-transfer parameter 
( N s t J m d = )  at  a = Oo along the center l i nes  and the leading-edge stagnation 
l i n e  of three models with sweeps of TO0, 800, and 90° are  shown i n  figure 12. 
The heat-transfer data f o r  the TO0 swept wing are  from reference 5; fo r  the 800 
swept wing, from the present investigation; and f o r  the 90° swept wing, from 
reference 13. A t  s ta t ion L / t  = 0 fo r  the center l i n e  the data should coin- 
cide with the r e su l t  f o r  the 90° stat ion on a hemisphere. 
leading edge a t  
on a hemisphere f o r  the TO0, 80°, and 90° sweeps, respectively. 
levels  of heat t ransfer  i n  the region of L / t  = 0 r e f l ec t  t h i s  fac t .  This 
behavior a lso applies t o  the pressure data presented i n  figure 8. 
center l i n e  the heating f o r  the 700 and 800 swept wings appears t o  be lower 
than tha t  fo r  the 90° swept wlng or  hemisphere-cylinder model, although the 
small amount and possible sca t te r  of the data f o r  the TO0 and 80° swept wings 
makes the trends d i f f i c u l t  t o  discern. This apparent trend i n  l eve l  of heating 
on the center l i n e  i s  opposite t o  that of the pressures where, as shown i n  f i g -  
ure 8(a) ,  the lowest surface pressures were measured at  a 90° sweep and the 
highest a t  a 70° sweep. 
However, f o r  the 
L / t  = 0, the r e su l t s  correspond t o  TO0, 80°, and 90' stat ions 
The changing 
Along the 
The variation of the levels  of heating along the leading edges shown i n  
figure 12(b) f o r  the three sweeps i s  similar t o  t h a t  of the l eve l  of pressure 
shown i n  figure 8(b),  t ha t  is ,  the pressure and heating on the TO0 sweep 
leading edge i s  highest and tha t  on the 90° sweep i s  lowest. 
decrease along the leading edge (increasing 
80° and 90° sweeps ( f ig .  8(b)) ,  i s  more marked than the decrease i n  heating 
The pressure 
L / t )  , which occurs only f o r  the 
ll 
shown i n  f igure  l2(b) .  
edge of the TO0 swept wing show l i t t l e  change along the leading edge. 
The pressure and the heat t ransfer  along the leading 
Leading-edge region.- The theore t ica l  values of the  heat-transfer param- 
e t e r  (Nst ,m\lqd)o f o r  the stagnation l i n e  along the leading edge can be 
obtained from the  modification of the Fay and Riddell  theory (ref .  16) found 
i n  reference 5. 
heating on the swept leading edges of the TO0 ( r e f .  5 )  and 800 swept d e l t a  
wings. 
and the long-dashed l i n e  t h a t  f o r  the 800 swept wing. The f i l l e d  symbols a re  
the maximum experimental values (obtained near the  geometric stagnation l i n e )  
of the heat-transfer parameter along the leading edge of the  TO0 swept wing; 
the open symbols are the corresponding stagnation values f o r  the 800 swept wing 
obtained i n  the same manner as the stagnation-line pressures of f igure 8(b) .  
The heat-transfer parameter i s  p lo t ted  against  angle of a t tack f o r  f i v e  sta- 
t ions along the leading edge. 
parameter a r e  above the  predicted values of the Fay and Riddell  theory f o r  the 
700 swept wing, but below the theory f o r  the 800 swept wing. This reversal  of 
the relat ionship between data and theory f o r  the  two wings i s  thought t o  be a 
consequence of the phenomenon observed i n  the top-view schlieren photographs 
of f igure 5 and discussed i n  the section on schlieren photographs. Because the 
leading edge of the 800 swept wing l i e s  i n  the shadow of the shock from the  
nose, the heat t ransfer  i n  the leading-edge region i s  lower than t h a t  expected 
f o r  the i n f i n i t e  swept cylinder model assumed i n  the Fay and Riddell theory. 
The shock along the leading edge of the TO0 swept wing, however, i s  similar t o  
the shock produced by the swept cylinder. 
soning i s  the trend of the Fay and Riddell  theory f o r  the 800 swept wing when 
the experimental pressures a re  used i n  the theory. The theory with experimen- 
t a l  pressures i s  shown i n  f igure 13  as a short-dashed l ine ,  and it follows the 
data f o r  the 80° swept wing more closely than the  theory with theore t ica l  pres- 
sures employed. 
This theory w a s  used i n  f igure  13 t o  predict  the experimental 
The so l id  curve i n  t h i s  f igure i s  the  theory f o r  the TO0 swept wing, 
I n  general, the  values of the heat-transfer 
Further substantiating t h i s  rea- 
Center-line heat t ransfer . -  Figure 14 presents the var ia t ion i n  the 
heating down the center - l ine  of the 800 swept wing f o r  Mach 9.6 expressed as a 
f rac t ion  of the theore t ica l ly  predicted heating a t  the apex stagnation point. 
The data are  again displaced f o r  the s h i f t  of the  stagnation point i n  t h i s  f i g -  
ure. 
parameter were obtained from the three-dimensional Fay and Riddell theory f o r  
the nominal test conditions: 
The following theore t ica l  apex stagnation values of the heat-transfer 
9.6 
The center-line heat t ransfer  a t  Mach 6.8 
i n  t h i s  region d id  not vary s ignif icant ly  
w a s  not p lo t ted  because the heating 
with Mach number. 
12 
i The heat transfer over the hemispherical nose is predicted by Lees' 
theory (ref. 17) and has been plotted in figure 14. Two apex stagnation-region 
thermocouples were lost during the tests; therefore, the data are incomplete in 
the nose region. Those data values that do appear, however, are well predicted 
by Lees' theory. 
Lees' theory was also used to predict the heating beyond the nose region 
by using the measured pressures on the slab and by assuming the flow on the 
slab to be two dimensional. 
for 
a = OObut agrees well at 
This theory is compared with the data in figure 14 
This theory greatly overestimates the heating at a = Oo, l5', and 30°. 
a = 30°. 
For low and intermediate angles of attack, the oil-flow studies and pres- 
sure data suggest that the flow over the slab portion of the wing can be con- 
sidered to be composed of chordwise strips. 
the center-line heating distribution over the 80° swept wing best at a = 20°. 
The zero pressure-gradient strip theory appearing in the center-line heating 
distribution of reference 5 was inconsistently based on the chordwise distance 
along a windward cross section of the leading edge (elliptic nose shape) rather 
than along the center-line cross section (semi-circular nose shape). Thus the 
curvature and level of the strip theory that appears in figure 14 of the pres- 
ent study differs from that found in figure 10 of reference 5. 
Strip theory in figure 14 predicts 
The apex-induced effect noted for the TO0 swept-wing center-line heating 
distribution of reference 5 is also apparent for the 800 swept wing. 
nitude of the effect can be qualitatively estimated by observing the slope of 
the data in the center-line region behind the shoulder of the nose. To predict 
better the heating at a = Oo where bluntness-induced effects are large, strip 
theory has been modified for pressure, pressure gradient, and nose geometry. 
(See ref. 14.) 
curve and is seen to predict more closely the heating in the region immediately 
behind the nose where induced effects are strongest. As angle of attack 
increases, the magnitude of the induced pressure decreases, and the distance 
over which the nose-induced effect is significant also decreases. 
The mag- 
This modified theory appears in figure 14 as a short-dashed 
(See fig. 7.) 
As angle of attack increases, the effects of spanwise flow become more 
significant and strip theory falls below the data. As the oil-flow studies 
have suggested, as angle of attack increases above about 20°, the component of 
velocity normal to the wing begins to turn the streamlines outward from the 
center line. Within this spanwise flow regime the heat-transfer data can be 
suitably predicted by crossflow theory, which is an adaptation of the Fay and 
Riddell relatfon for stagnation-point heating taken from reference 5. In 
Bertram's development of this theory, the component of the free-stream flow 
normal to the slab portion of the wing is assumed to be the sole contribution 
to the aerodynamic heating. Figure 14 in which cross-flow theory has been 
plotted for angles of attack from 20° to 3 5 O  shows that the theory overpredicts 
the center-line heating in this angle-of-attack range. The discrepancy at 
a = 20° is about 50 percent, but as angle of attack increases to a = 3 5 O ,  the 
difference between data and theory has diminished to about 20 percent. 
dfscrepancy between the data and the crossflow theory is not surprising because 
of the increased complexity of the flow resulting from the nose bluntness which 
The 
extends about 2 nose diameters back from the  nose even at  these high angles of 
attack. For lower swept d e l t a  wings crossflow theory shows bet ter  agreement 
with data (e.g., A = TO0 i n  ref. 5, A = 4 5 O  and A = 67.3O i n  ref. 7). 
I n  figure 14, the deviation of t he  data  points at a = 25O and a = Wo 
near the  t r a i l i n g  edge of t he  80° swept wing from the  main body of the  data 
suggests the  Onset of t ransi t ion.  
f o r  the  Mach 9.6 tests (data marked with "x") should be disregarded because 
they are influenced by the  intersect ion of the  body with the  shock from the  
tunnel-wall separation. 
a t  a = 30' 
The trailing-edge data points a t  a = 33' 
Separation a t  t h i s  Mach number w a s  a l so  first observed 
for the TO0 swept wing of reference 5. 
Stanton number d is t r ibu t ion  0% wings. - The Stanton number d is t r ibu t ion  
normal t o  the  leading edge of t he  8o0.swept wing at angles of a t tack f o r  Mach 
numbers 6.8 and 9.6 i s  presented i n  f igures  15 and 16, respectively. A t  angles 
of a t tack of 00, 150, and TO0, the  Stanton number d is t r ibu t ion  over a geometri- 
ca l ly  similar slab d e l t a  wing with a TO0 sweep angle (ref. 5 )  i s  included f o r  
Mach number 9.6 i n  figure 16. Lees '  theory has been adapted f o r  the two- 
dimensional leading edge and i s  included i n  f igures  15 and 16 where it i s  
cal led swept-cylinder theory. An empirical re la t ion  i s  used f o r  the  pressure 
d is t r ibu t ion  over t he  leading-edge region. (See appendix, r e f .  5 ) .  The Fay 
and Riddell theory provides the two-dimensional stagnation values of the 
heating parameter. 
determine the  l o c a l  conditions a t  each angle of attack. Because the  normal 
Mach number i s  higher f o r  the  TO0 swept wing than f o r  the  800 swept wing, the  
swept-cylinder theory i s  s ignif icant ly  higher f o r  the lower swept configura- 
t ion.  
cylinder theory f o r  the  leading edge of the 800 swept wing, the theory s t i l l  
overpredicts the  trend of the heat-transfer data i n  t h i s  region of the more 
highly swept wing u n t i l  i s  reached; above t h i s  angle-of-attack agree- 
ment i s  good within the  sca t t e r  of the  data. This disagreement at  low angles 
of a t tack i s  the  r e s u l t  of the influence of the  nose bluntness on the  flow 
behavior. I n  comparison, the swept-cylinder theory more closely predicts the 
heating trends of the  TO0 swept wing throughout t he  angle-of-attack range. 
The Mach number normal t o  the  leading edge has been used t o  
Even with t h e  decreased normal Mach number employed i n  the swept- 
a = 20' 
I n  the  low angle-of-attack range the  surface flow i s  complicated and leads 
t o  a wide dispersion i n  the  values of t he  heating parameter. 
and 16(a).)  
a = Oo 
mediate angle-of-attack range (loo < a < 25') s t r i p  theory predicts the l eve l  
of the  heating over t he  s lab of both wings sa t i s fac tor i ly .  A s  angle of a t tack 
increases fur ther ,  s t r i p  theory underpredicts the  data over the 800 sweep wing 
(figs.  l 5 (c )  and 16(g)) because of the  e f f ec t s  of spanwise flow. 
and a = l5', the  heating over the slab portion of the  800 swept wing i s  lower 
than tha t  over the  TO0 swept wing. (See f ig s .  16(a) and 16(d).)  This r e su l t  
i s  again thought t o  be a consequence of the  f a c t  t h a t  t he  leading edge of the 
80° swept wing l i e s  i n  the shadow of the  shock coming from the  blunt nose. 
contribution of the  flow over the  leading edge t o  the heating on the f la t  por- 
t i on  of the 80° swep t  wing has been reduced because of t h i s  phenomenon. 
d = 30° 
the  heat t ransfer .  The heat-transfer leve ls  a re  nearly the  same at  t h i s  angle 
(See f igs .  l5(a) 
A t  the  in te r -  
S t r i p  theory over the s lab portion of the  TO0 sweep wing at  
does give a rough approximation of the  heat t ransfer .  
A t  a = 0' 
The 
A t  
( f ig .  16(g))  the flow normal t o  the wing determines the magnitude of 
14 
i 
of attack since 
surface exposed 
the leading edge now has negligible e f fec t  on the flow over the 
t o  the flow. 
Definite signs of t rans i t ion  a re  f i r s t  seen f o r  the trailing-edge data 
points of the 80° swept wing at a = 30° ( f ig .  l5(c)) fo r  M, = 6.8 and a t  
a = 2 5 O  ( f lg .  1 6 ( f ) )  f o r  Moo = 9.6. A t  a = 3 5 O  ( f ig .  16(h)) the shock from 
the separated tunnel boundary layer  has struck the model, and therefore the 
higher levels  of the heating parameter i n  t h i s  case m u s t  be ignored. Transi- 
t ion  would probably occur, however, since the lower angles of attack have 
already produced t rans i t ion  on par t s  of the 80° sweep wing. 
700 sweep wing w a s  a l so  f i r s t  noticed at  
Transition on the 
a = Po. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Results are  presented fo r  a study of a slab de l ta  wing with an 80° sweep 
angle at Mach numbers of 6.8 and 9.6 i n  a i r .  
edges, a hemispherical nose of the same radius, and a length of 7.12 nose 
d ime  t e r  s . 
The wing had cylindrical  leading 
The most s t r iking phenomenon resul t ing from the t e s t s  on t h i s  highly swept 
wing w a s  the strong influence of the nose region i n  determining the flow 
behavior over the leading-edge region a t  low angles of attack. Two r e su l t s  of 
t h i s  apex influence were apparent i n  the pressure dis t r ibut ion over the leading 
edge of the 80' swept wing. Whereas an empirical swept-cylinder correlation 
successfully predicted the pressure dis t r ibut ion over the leading edge of a 
geometrically similar de l t a  wing with a lower degree of sweep, the same theory 
greatly overpredicted the pressure leve l  over the leading edge of the 80° swept 
wing. There w a s  a lso a character is t ic  decrease i n  the pressures down the 
leading edge of the 80° swept wing i n  contrast t o  the nearly constant pressure 
leve l  i n  the same region of a lower swept de l ta  wing. The heat-transfer dis-  
t r ibut ion over the leading-edge region of the 80° swept wing w a s  similarly 
influenced by the nose region. A s  angle of attack increased, the nose inf lu-  
ence diminished and the heat-transfer and pressure dis t r ibut ions over the 
leading edge of the 80° swept wing conformed t o  the two-dimensional swept- 
cylinder behavior exhibited by the lower swept wings a t  a l l  angles of attack. 
Constant-pressure s t r i p  theory predicts the heat t ransfer  correctly over 
the slab portion of the de l t a  wing only fo r  the intermediate angles of attack. 
A t  l o w  angles of attack, the flow i s  not chordwise and thus does not meet the 
c r i t e r i a  f o r  s t r i p  theory. A t  the  highest angles of attack, the flow turned 
outward over the slab, and crossflow theory gave the approximate leve l  of the 
heating i n  the center-line region. 
Trahsition appears t o  occur on the t r a i l i n g  edge of the wing a t  the 
highest angles of attack. The heat-transfer values i n  the t rans i t ion  region 
are  twice the experimental laminar-flow values. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va. ,  November 9, 1964. 
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0 Pressu re  orifice 
x Windward thermocouple 
+ Leeward thermocouple 
Figure 1.- Sketch of pressure and temperature models. All dimensions are in inches 





0.50 a = 100 a - B O  
a = 100 Windward 
a = BO Leeward 
Figure 2.- Surface flow s tud ies  at &, = 6.8. L-64-10205 
WinMard 
u = d  
Figure 2.- Concluaed. L-&-10206 
I 
(a) Variation of o i l  flow on slab with angle of attack. 
00 100 15' 20° 25' 30' 40' 
(b) Variation of o i l  flow on leading edge with angle of attack. Dashed l i nes  indicate 
theoretical  swept-cylinder stagnation l ines.  
Figure 3.- Composite oil-flow sketch. 
0 a = O  
CY = 30' 
a! = 20° 
0 a =  35 
(a) & = 6.8; k,t = 9.9 x lo4. L- 64 - 10207 
Figure 4.- Side-view schlieren photographs of 80° swept d e l t a  wing. 
.22 
0 0 a = O  a = 5  
a! = 200 a! = 25' 
0 
Q! = 30' a = 3 5  
(b) ta, = 9.6; k,t = 10 x lo4. L- 64- 10208 
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Langley 22-inch helium tunnel datal 
Reference 5 I 
hypersonic tunnel data / 
0 A = 45"; & =  20; y = 5 / 3  
A = 700; & =  6.8; y = 7/5 
0 A = $ 0 0 ;  & =  6.8; y = 7/5 
@, A = 900; fao= 6.8; v = 7/5 
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Figure 6. - Leading-edge shock-detachment distance for delta wings 
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Free-stream static pressure ratio = .0167 Free-stream static pressure ratio = .0081L 1 
( a )  b&, = 6.8. (b) M, = 9.6; k,t = 10 X lo4. 
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(a) Center-line pressure d is t r ibu t ion .  














A = 70° data from re f .  5 
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(b ) Leading-edge pres sure distribution. 
Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Pressure dis t r ibut ion normal t o  leading edge on 80' swept de l ta  wing at various stat ions 
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(a) a = 00. 
Figure 10.- Pressure distribution normal t o  leading edge on YO0 and 80' swept de l ta  wings a t  various stations 
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Figure 10.- Continued. 
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Figure 10.- Continued. 
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(f) u = 250. 
Figure 10. - Continued. 
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Figure 11.- Pressure d is t r ibu t ion  normal t o  leading edge of 80° swept de l ta  wing with 
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(b) Leading-edge distribution. so/t = 0.  
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Figure 13.-  Maximum Stanton numbers measured a t  various stations along leading edge 
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Figure 14.- Center-line distribution of heat-transfer coefficient. A = 800; M, = 9.6. 
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Figure 15.- Stanton number d i s t r ibu t ion  normal t o  leading edge on 800 swept d e l t a  wing at various s t a t ions  
along leading edge a t  d i f f e ren t  angles of a t tack .  M, = 6.8; &,t = 37 x 104. 
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Figure 15. - Concluded. 
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Figure 16.- Stanton number d i s t r ibu t ion  normal t o  leading edge on YO0 and 80' swept d e l t a  wings 
at various s t a t ions  along leading edge at d i f fe ren t  angles of attack. M, = 9.6. 
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Figure 16. - Continued. 
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Figure 16. - Continued. 
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Figure 16. - Continued. 
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Figure 16. - Concluded. 
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